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724 465-9001
FINE PRINT

532 Locust St
Indiana, PA 15701

This estimate is an educated prediction of how much YOUR custom job will cost.
As with any custom project there are many variables that cause more time and materials
to be used to do a quality job. Any work or materials used, not initially included in your
estimate, will be an additional charge. As the job progresses you the customer will be
informed of any changes and “job site” approval may be required before we proceed.
These unforeseen changes may cause changes and or delays to the work schedule. Concrete jobs are the most likely to change due to the weather. Please discuss any concerns
you have with our scheduling prior to job start.
Before starting your project Dynamic Ceramic & Concrete usually requires a monetary deposit. This deposit is based on job size and amount of materials to be used.
Upon completion of your job, Dynamic Ceramic & Concrete should be paid the remaining balance for the work performed. If this payment schedule presents a problem, Dynamic Ceramic & Concrete needs to be notified BEFORE starting your job. UNPAID
BALANCES WILL RESULT IN A $5.00/day or 10% monthly late fee until payment in
full is received. Changes in our work scope will reflect the final price.
Dynamic Ceramic & Concrete guarantees our labor 100%. Any default caused by
our mistake will be addressed by DC&C.. DC & C cannot guarantee the strength of the
concrete mixed by another company. All of our concrete is mixed and delivered by
Marion Center Supply unless otherwise requested. Since we have no control over conditions or ingredients we cannot guarantee the concrete. Dynamic Ceramic & Concrete
does however guarantees that the finish left on the top of the concrete, (style requested
by customer), will be “Top Quality”. Concrete WILL CRACK but suppression and control techniques can be discussed before installation. Dynamic Ceramic & Concrete cannot warranty against movement of the earth. DC&C does guarantee that the finish left
on the top of the concrete will be the best possible finish attainable by our crew.
DC&C does control the mixture of concrete to match the conditions on the jobsite for
optimal performance and finish. We ensure that your concrete is handled, mixed, and
delivered in a professional manner from concrete plant to your job site. DC&C also determines delivery times, weather conditions, delivery intervals, amounts needed, etc.
Concrete is the most durable product available but only if installed correctly by professional concrete finishers like us.
Resurfacing concrete or overlays applied to existing concrete is only as strong as the
concrete we are installing it on.
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Stamped and colored finishes
Since stamping concrete is such a rough and intrusive process there area a
few major items to address. The color of concrete is a custom color and may
vary from the color chart. Also separate pours of concrete may differ from
each other slightly. Release agents and antuiqing washes may also change the
color of concrete slightly but favorablly. The base color of concrete changes
slightly every time we install concrete and directly affect the final color of colored concrete. The idea of the color chart is to give the customer a general idea
of which color to choose. Color samples made from our concrete provider’s
materials are available at the batch plant by Walmart. These color samples are
the closest example we can provide. Another item of concern is the stamp finish. As mentioned above the process is very intrusive and may result in minor
surface stretch marks or pits. Our expserience in installing concrete reduces
these imperfections but a small amount of these defects are to be expected.
These defects will NOT affect the strength of the concrete.
DC&C has encountered and installed concrete and tile in every type of condition and atmoshpere. We are experienced and able to provide you with a very
durable and asthetic product.
DC&C pricing is routinely checked with local and national averages. Our
work meets and exceeds all job site, commercial, and residential standards and
all codes are met vigorously.
Rubber chip overlay
The rubber chip overlay colors may vary from bag to bag. All bags are purchased with the same dye lot and run numbers but some slight variation in
color may occur. Each color reacts differently with the urethane and some of
the rubber colors darken slightly with time. This may cause color shade variations during installation and should disappear over time.
PLEASE INITIAL BOTTOMS OF FINE PRINT AND SIGN AND RETURN ONE COPY OF THE ITEMIZED ESTIMATE OF OFFICIALLY
SCHEDULE YOUR JOB. Thank you for your business!!
Dynamic Ceramic &Concrete does not warranty against damaged
caused by de icers. Repairs of such damage will be done at an additional
charge.
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